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\. ABSTRACT 
A heuristic model is developed for obtaining the monthly· pro~ 
duction schedule in a multiproduct shop with a constraint on aggre-
gate capacity. \~ 
' The effects of certain approximations employ_ed in the model 
development are investigated through compute-r simul~tion, the cri-. 
' 
r:, 
terion for evaluation being the achieved service level. The results-
.,. 
indicate that while the service level obtained satisfactorily follows 
" the specified service level in the aggregate, the model presente·d 
?i'·,•t favors the products with the higher mean monthly demands. .... 
' ' 
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CHAPI'ER I 
;fr '. 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
, 
·The topic of ''production smoothing.'' ha:s~ o·een gtven considerable 
-
attention in the literature during the past several years. The· con-
. . 
· cept generally involves balancing the .. costs ass.ociated with carrying 
inventory on the one hand against the costs of changing the level of 
• 
production on the other, the objective being~ to minimize the over-
all cost. 
Production sn)oot:llirtg· pt<tblems may :be .. rriughl.Y .d:l.vlded into two 
.:, 
categories: 
1. Smoothing product ion fc>'r a sing le product ov43r n periods. 
2·. Smoothing production from period to pe»t"Od wh·en several 
products are competing for· facilities. 
Methods of ha:ridling the. single product catego:r:Y;· whic.h will 
not be discussed ~urther,' vary from exact mathe,matical solution 'for 
.simpler· pro.ble.ms to approximate solutions for more comple.x situations, .. 
.,, 
which, of course, are dependent on the particular assumptions made 
in each case (11,14,15,17,19). 
The second category, production smoothing when. more than one 
produ.ct is involved, has also been handled in a variety of ways. 
The manner in which a problem is fonnulated depends upon ~any factors, 
not all of which.are under the control of the planner. (Some, for 
example, may be·· a matter of "policy".) A number of these considera-
. tions are presented below, not as a complete list, but only to 
. " 
... ~ .. 
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•<; .. 
indicate the variety of factors th4t influepce, and comp·11cate, the 
method of solution. 
.. ...... ,,.~ 
Planning Horizon: Is there a·finite period of time over which de-
mands are assumed known, or is it a continuing, "infinite horizo·n" 
·s 
situation? Is fo_recasting to be used? 
Nature of Demands: Are demands detenninistic, or probabilistic? 
Is the market static, or dynamic? 
. \ Type of Production: Is production to be in batches? Are lot sizes. 
.. . . fixed,~or will they vary from period to period? Is sequence of. 
production important? 
Data-Processing Availability: _ Are procedures to pe. hanp.leq :manually-,. 
or by machine? Is updating done continuously, ··6r periodically? 
"Degree of Smoothing": Is a cost associated with changing the level 
or production? Or is it fixed in some range by physical limitations 
or management decree? 
smoothing".) 
·~ 
(The latter might be termed ,, absolute 
Service Con side rat ions: Is: d·emand backordered when, stock isn't 
. ,, 
available, or are the sales. los:t? Are :backorders to be controlled 
4 
. by assigning a cost to: s:tockouts.,: o.r.· ~y specifying a service cri-
terion? 
Techniques employed in fonnulating Rr<>duction smoothing prob-
lems in this second category include: linear decision rules applied . I 
I 
after using quadra/ic approximation of cost functions (13), linear 
l 
progr·amming (5), dynamic programming in combinati!ln with linear 
'-
p rogranuning (18), and· Lagrangian rnultiplier.s (21). Each technique, 
··~·:. 
I. 
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·" . 
~ when applied to a specif-ic problem, must work within its owri peculiar 
set of asswnptions, but all-the methods have one thing in common: 
·an attempt to solve a problem of real-world size without resorting 
to some degree of. approximation usua_lly results in ~xcessive compu-
. 
. tation. As a result, in_ order to· provide a realistic method of solu-
r:,\ 
tiqn, i.e., one that can be appli.ed in an operating environment, 
optimality i~ o.ften sacrificed for simplicity. 
Problem Definition 
Consider a shop engaged in the manufacture o':f ·a variety of pro-
dµ_cts, all of whicfl require similar processing step~, i.e., there 
:are no specialized production lines. It is desired to manufact.ure .., 
on a batch basis, since ch-anging production from· on·e product to 
another re~quires ·adjustment and resetting of some facilities, -thus 
incurring a set-up cost. Raw materials and component parts are always 
available f-rom an adjacent storeroom, i ~ e. , ~ the quantity of any pro-
duct scheduled for manufacture is not limited by raw material avail-·· 
ability. Production output ·1s made to meet inventory ~equirements, 
G 
and if demands occur when stocks are depleted, the units are back-
ordered and the backorder is filled the ·next ti.me that particular 
product. is manufactured. Because .of the cost associated with ·con-
. tinuously monito~ing inventory levels of the many products, and 
because data processang facilities ~re available only on a pre-
; 
planned basis, inventory is reviewed periodically and at the s~e 
..... 
I 
time production· is _scheduled for the next period. The"demands for .. 
all products·are stable, and this situation is expected to eontinue 
\ 
·, 
1 ·~·- ••• 
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5. 
in the future. For this reason, it is not desirable to change the 
size of the workforce. However, some fluctuation of the workload is 
. ) 
. , 
acceptable, since a limited amount- of shifting of operators between 
adjac~nt shops can be done when required. Hence, capacity is con-
strained within_ a range. 
In addition to:the above, the- following asswnptions are stated: 
1. Demand for each product is normally distributed, with 
known mean·and standard deviation. 
~ . ~ 
2. A product scheduled for production at review time will b:e 
(~,'" available for inventory at the end of the· period. 
3. Set-up times are neglected in arriving at the product·ion 
.. 
' 
schedule for the period. 
- , 
4. No attempt is made to set- the sequence of product manufac.tur~ 
I 
i 
' . 
-~ during the perio.cl.. /' 
~lbjective 
The obje~tiy·~- of .t:_ij1-;s, study is to apply the Lagrange multiplt·e.r 
\ 
technique to the problem. outlined above, and evaluate the ·effect-of 
certain approximations ·employed. The criterion for evaluation will 
,~ 
~-~·· _.-
be the serv;i.ce level achieved· :w·hile operating under a do.ctrine de-
-. -
.. •.: 
signed to minimi-z:e. t·be surir of ordering costs, inventory holding costs,: 
... 
and backorder co.s·.t-s:. 
- " - - -
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CHA-PrER· II 
·, HEURISTIC MODEL FOR PRODUCTION SCHEDULING 
In the previous chapter, the method of.Lagrange multip~iers 
~ was mentioned as one means of minimizing inv~ntory costs in the 
presence of a co·nstraint on capacity. In this chapter, a Lagrange 
.... '.r. 
V 
formulation will be developed in detail, and then .certain approxi-
mations will be introduced to make th·e me·tho.d mqre, computationally 
attractive (21). 
.\ 
I 
First, for a single product, let: ;tµ:e .e-,qi¢cted annual cost 
'include: 
... 
, C(R,Q) - order cost + inventory holding cost + stockoilt:. co.st 
where 
C 
0 
C 
.. u. 
I 
s 
s L 
I). 
- orde·r or set+·µp '¢tts·t 
•• :{I 
- unit co·st. 
a, 
•f S -R)f(S .... ).·d~ L -~· L: 
R .. 
- i.nv .. e·:nt~S~y holding cost rate, $/unit/y~ar 
- expected.monthly demand 
- expected lead time demand 
. 
f (·SL) - probability density functiJ:>n' of demand during lead time 
Q 
R 
- lot size 
-
" " = reorder point, or trigger level 
Since the '··shop being considered manufactures ··n_ products, the 
total cost is the sum of n similar equations, with the addition of 
. " 
... 
I 
., I 
t 
l 
/ 
I 
I 
'· 
f • 
'· 
I. 
r , 
I 
i I. 
! 
I 
! 
! 
,'j 
t j 
.,,,. 
·.7 
!t' 
l 
. . the Lagrangian tenn to handle the constraint on capac~ty: 
TC = E.c<ai ,Qi) + xc E hi Qi-PT) i = 1 , 2, ... , il. 
i i 
- ~;~ 
where hi is a factor to convert ,units of product to hours, PT is 
the total available production time, and X is a· Lagrangian multi-
..• 
plier. 
Since decisions· ar:e to be made once each month and it is not 
known in advance which products are expected to reach the reorder 
, point, all _products ·will be initially included. Differentiating 
·• the cost function with respect to R1 and Qi, the first order con-
ditions for a minimum are obtained: 
(1). 
dTC - F (R. , Q.) - 0 
oRi i i 
i . 
dTC =G(R.,Q.-) 
dQi 1 1 
+ :\.'ti. I\' l. 
t . '• l.f -~::, 
.•• • l· :n 
- .0 
To solve each of these n pairs of equa'tit>ti~,, a ~ -is sele~ted, 
and using the· standard lot; size 
Qi, Ri may be obtained from the 
(or Wilson lot size) as an initial ~ 
second equatipn. Then R1 is sub-
stituted in the first equation, thus obtaining a second estimate o.f 
,Qi. Iteration in ·this manner eventually yield·s satisfactory values'· 
., 
of.R. and Q. for the selected va!_µe of A. 1 1 
Using the reorde·r point or trigger level thus obtained, form 
.the ratio: 
(2) R. (X) 
1 
I. -"SL~. 
' 1 1 
where.I. is the invehtory at review time. 1 
., .... 
.... 
,.:-> 
If this ratio is greater 
,; 
f'. ( .. 
I 
1: 
I, 
l i 
... 
:.•, 
t.· 
' J 
• 
. . ' .~ 
. _____ ., .. ,,, .. ~,_..,_...,_..,_ .......... ~- --tt--··· ........... , .. __ .... _..._,~ .. --... ·--... ......_.....~------
., 
... 
...... 
8 
,1.--
t han or equal to 1, the product is exp~cted to t.rigger during the 
month, and. the Qi(>.) is credited ~o used capacity. 
When this process is repeated for all products ~using the same 
value of X), it will yield one point on a X, P graph (P - hours 
of production). See ··ac·companying figure. 
p 
./. 
.f 
Now a different Xis selected, and the whole process repeated 
again to get another point_on the graph. When enough points have 
been obtained, the multiplier XT, which gives the desired total 
production PT may be r~ad· ·o.ff. Thts value of-~ is then used in 
each pair or equation·s fl) to solve for Ri and Q1 . 
,, 
This procedure, while workable, has several dis~dvantages. First,. 
even when the calculations are programmed, the computational t'ime 
is extremely long, and it must be repeE\ted each month for n pair.s of 
non-linear equations.· Furthermore, the solution obtained is still 
an approximation in that it uses inventory rules for independent ~ 
. 
• 
products and then makes aggregaf~ production decisions based on the 
0 
results. 
So, due primarily t.o the effort involved, a· fu~ther approxi-
mation in the solution is made. The number of calculations is cut 
I down considerably by constraining only one of the variables, 
either R1 or Qi, and letting the other take on its unconstrained 
~---
\ 
··'";.i.. 
' 
-
' ' 
;• 
' 
. 'I' 
J' 
I . 
I 
t 
I 
~-~N--•-...•-,i,..__,,,..._"~ .. ~••-••··••-.-~,-·••-·•·••··-·· ... 
I. 
1- ,. 
' 
•l 
~ r,; 
,, 
... ·g.· 
. . .. . 
value. · Studies.Aiave shown that constraining· only the trigger level 
(reorder point) and using the unconstrained lot size- causes a 
' . 
smaller increase in cost· above the ''optimal" than does using the 
constrained lot size and'the unconstrained trigger level (21). 
However, when using the unconstrained (constant) lot size, there is 
onl~ one decision variable remaining, R., and the derivatives with 
1 
. 
respect to Ri dq .n?t contain X (see equations (1)); hence the solu~: 
·· tion appears to have degenerated. 
. r .• , 
Introduction of. an additional apprq.xiJU~tion will, · howe,ter, per-
mit solution. This is to use the unconsirai~ed Ri, obtained by 
'-
solving· equatl~;r1s -(1). with X. = .b, and compute priori ties from the 
ratio shown in (2). Tl1en t.he products are ranked in order of de-
scending priority, and th~· hours required t.o produce the unconstrain-
ed lot sizes are accurr1ulated until the capacity constr.aint is reach-
ed. This then ,g±:v.es the products that should be manufactured during 
the month. ---. "\ 
The procedure, at rev·ie·w time, for obtaining the list of pro·-
ducts to be produced during. :th·e month' may be summarized as fo'llows): 
1. Obtain the unconstra .. ine·d- ·reorcier point, Ri, from e:quatton 
(1), with X::= ,O. 
· 2. Obtain the .priority ratio shown in equation _(2), an.d ·rank .. 
the pro~ucts in order of descending priority. 
3. Beginning with the highest priority, accumulate the · 
., .. 
hours required to manufacture the unconstrained lot 
size Qi until the capacity constraint ~Tis reached • 
:'":". 
·I 
<- .. 
" 
. -.... -...... ,.,,, . ._ .. ,,., .. =---·~-· . ' .. .' • ,--~,. . ·- . .-,1,c•,,.,, .. -;,,-, ...•. -·.,,. ~.· .·,· ... _ ... ~"" ,, .••. 
.•.. 
~·,, 
,· 
lo'l,f •, 
,. 
) 
. ~.. . ......... .,.. -, ·-
----·-----.... ---...... - .... -, ... -.~--·,·-· ··--· - . 
. , -'' '· 
'·" 
1(): 
The products selected will be manufactured during the next 
month. 
In the next chapter, the method of detennining the unconstrained 
lot sizes and reorder points for the specific production inventory 
system described by the assumptions ~n Chapter I ~ill be developed. 
·, 
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CHAPTER III 
.. 
·APPLICATION OF THE SCHEDULING METHOD 
Determination of Unconstrained lDt Size 
From Chapter II, the expected annual cost for a ·sfngle product 
·is: 
I 
where Sy is the expected yearly demand. 
~ 
The last tenn -states that the annual backorder cost is obtained 
by multiplying together the backorder cost per unit (Cz), the ex-
pected number of order periods per year (Sy/Q) , and the expected 
number of backorders per period given that the reorder point is R. 
' 
~t the expected number of backordered uni t.s. per c·ycle be given by:· 
0. if SL-R ~ 0 
N(SL,R) = 
SL-R if SL-R > 0 
(product subscript suppressed) 
' 
a, 
N - f (SL-R)f(SL)dSL 
.R 
,. 
Differentiating the cost function with respect to the two 
decision variables, as . equation ( 1)' Chapter II: 1n 
)de It C0 Sy C I 'II( CZ Sy N - + u 0 - -
-dQ Q2 12 Q2 
'!..,"• dC . Sy oN cu I -t Cz - -
·~ dR q-
.J 
.. 
" ;_ .. ; 
. . ',.,,.¥,..... •·"·'' ... , .. 
,. 
.. ·, 
·:,.-. 
.. 
·,. 
t .. ): 
... 
.',' 
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I . ' . ' 
.. 
I I 
\ 
. 
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\ 
' ' 
•1i, 
\,, 
" I 
I ., ... 
···-. If the expected number of back·orders per year· is. negligible: 
and solving for Q: 
( 1) Q -
Thus, if backorders ·are tempo·rarily neglected, the ·unconstrained 
Q is found to be the standard, or Wilson lot size. This is the lot 
size that will be assumed throughout the remainder of the deVelopment. 
Determination of Unconstrained Reorder Point 
The unconstrained reorder point may be obtained for each product: 
. through the use of the cost equations described in Chapter II or 
by the specifitation of a service level criterion. The latter alter-
~ . 
native will be used here. There are two reasons for this choice . 
. , 
First, the stockout cost, or backorder cost is difficult to evaluate, 
and even though specification of a service)level imputes a cost to 
.. stockouts, it is often more ·desirable from a management standpoint 
. -
to specify a· desired service leve 1. Secondly, when demands are con:-· ..... 
sidered nonnally distributed, the detennination o:f the reorper point 
using equation (1) of Chapter II is extr~~ely tedious (1, page 352). 
·? There are numerous ways of defining service level (1, page 333). 
The one used here will be: 
~ 
z = 
• .. 
.. 
number of units shipped without delay 
number of units demanded 
.• 
f 
-· 
. . 
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This.has the advantage of permitting the service levels for·all 
prod~cts to be specified identically over a given period of time, 
regardless of the number of order periods encountered, or· the length 
--
of the lead time period. This is in contrast with the normal method 
of using a service level criterion to establish the reorder point, 
which neglects the length of the lead time and the number of or.der 
periods per year. In other words, the· nonnal method of computing 
..... 
the reorder points from a specified service level establishes the 
same level of protection for all products during tpeir respective 
--~ 
lead time periods, but a different level of protection when viewed 
over a common period of time, e.g., a year. 
Since it is more logical to specify reorder points that establish 
- ~ 
- ,-..1! the same over-alL. service level for all products, it is necessary 
to modify the usual rnet·hod of determining the reorder points to· 
account for different o·rder periods and lead time periods. This 
entails obtaining the relation between the over~all service level, 
..., 
designated Z0 , and the lead time service level, designated ZR. 
According to the definition of service level given above, the 
I 
expected over-all service level for a period of T months may be ex-
.. _pressed as: 
- 1 -
NT 
-s: •. ·rr 
where Q 
. -· 
S = mean monthly demand 
NT= expected number of backorders in T months 
;I"'_ 
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The expected number of backorders in period T may be expressed 
as the expected_ number of. backorders in a lead time period, N8 , times 
the number of lead time periods in T months. 
The number of lead time periods in period Tis: 
T T • S 
Q/S Q 
Hence the expected number of backorders in period T 
T · S 
Q,' 
• is: 
~· 
This is substituted in the expression for the over-all service 
level tn a period of T months: 
NT 
- 1 - --
"S. T 
NR 
- 1 - -
Q 
Now the definition of service level- is~ applied to the lead 
time period in order to obtain the expected service level when the 
inventory reaches the reorder point R: 
where 
-s· .. 
·L 
Solving for N· a· 
NR 
, 
-
-
NR 
= 1 - =-s 
·L 
expected lead 
-
S;L~1-z8 ) _ 
time demand 
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This is substituted in the. expression for over-all service level: 
"-·' 
'SL . 
= 1 - - (1-Z) Q R· 
yielding the desired relation between the lead time service level 
-ZR and the over-all service level Z0 : 
(2) 
~ ..j 
,/ · .. 
Thus, using equation (2), it is possible to begin with a 
desired ·service level specified by management, Z0 ; and obtain the 
, se·rvice level necessary during the lead time period, ZR'· in order · 
to Suppo. rt Z The reorder point R must now be d_ e_terrnined .from o· 
the necessary lead time service leve·l ZR. This development follows; 
• • 
,.,In derivi~g equation (2) above the definition of service level 
was applied to the lead time, i.e.: 
" z R - 1 - ~ 
'SL 
· .... 
~ f " Buchan (1) expresses this service level in tenns o a shortage 
factor'' and the coefficient of variation (ratio of standard deviation . 
of lead time demand to-the mean lead time demand): 
. ((3) 
" 
ZR ~ 1 - µ.F 
. R 
where 
.FR = shortage factor when inventory is at level R 
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The shortage factor Fa is dependent on the distribution of 
demand. For the nonnal distribution this is:' 
(4) 
where 
. (5) tR = 
q, (tR) 
~(tR) 
R - S L 
.O'L 
1 
-
F 
(I) 
exp 
- f 'P(x)dx -
tR 
........ 
2 
-! tR 
f 
.. \ 
(The derivation of the shortage factor Fa, consistent with the 
service level as defined here, is given· in Appendix A.) 
• Once the lead time service level ZR is ,computed from equation · 
(2), the shortage factor FR may be obtained from equatioit (3). Then 
the normal deviate t may be computed from equation (4), usLng trial R 
- -
. 
and error solution and any set of nonnal tables containing <t>(x) and 
~(x). Finally, the reorder point R is obtained fro~ tR using 
equation (5) above. 
The second part of Appendix A contains an, example illustr.ating 
" 
the calculation of a reorder.point by the procedure described above, 
ib ., V and compares the result with that obtained using the "standard" _ 
method. 
Determination of Priority 
· An obvious dt-fficulty presents itself in the ratio used to. 
establish priorities: 
·.•• 
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17 
(product subscript suppressed) 
If production were not constrained, an order ~ould be placed 
,· :· 
when this ratio reached one. However, in the presence of the con-
straint, a ranking procedure is used, wit.h the positive ratios greater 
' than one being scheduled first, as described in Chapter II. Herein 
lies the difficulty. Should the demand between review periods be 
great enough so that the inventory at review time, I, is less than 
the expected lead time demand, SL' the ratio shown above will be 
negative (assuming that the reorder point, R, is positive). A nega-
tive priority ratio would be ranked so low that the product would 
-.. 
not be scheduled. (This, of course, would not be the case if the 
inventory system was humanly monitored,·. but could happen in a 
. computerized system). As a result, once the inventory I was reduced 
to a level below the expected lead time demand without an order 
being triggered, the inventory could never recover. (Note that this 
predicament is due to the periodic review scheme, and could not occur 
under a continuous review inventory system). 
• v 
Further complication is caused by the fact that it is possible 
for reorder points to be negative (see discussion under It ... Sample -
Calculation," Appendix A) • · This can cause incorrect ranking if the 
rat.io above is used without modification. 
These difficulties can be resolved by relating the reorder 
a•/}/ points (R) and the expect~d end-of-month inventori~s (I-SL) to some 
fictitious reference point, analogous to "absolute zero." This is 
) 
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18 
accomplished by adding the same positive constant to all reorder\ 
points, and to all expected end-of month inventories before computing 
priority. The magnitude of. the positive constant is such that the 
. denominator of the priority ratio is positive for every product. In 
this manner, the two difficulties described above are eliminated, and 
the ratio continues to indicate which products are expected to reach 
the reorder point during the month. (The effect of this procedure 
,, " i bo is a compressing of the rat os a ut one, but the relative order 
is still maintained.) 
.. In this chapter, the method of determining the unconstrained 
lot size, unconstrained reorder point, and priority ratio for use in 
the scheduling algorithm of Chapter II has been presented. The pro-
cedure may be summarized as follows: 
1. Compute the unconstra'ined lot size: 
(1) ' 
Q = 
2. Given the over-all service level to be maintained, ~o, 
. ;" 
compute ZR, the required service level during·lead time for 
reorder point R: 
(2) Q (1 Zo) ZR= 1 -- -
'! 
' L ,, 
<> 
3 •. Determine the short~ge. factor FR from: 
(3) ZR = 1 - µ FR 
1-
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., 
I 
4. Using. trial and error, along with standard norinal tables, 
solve for tR from: 
5. Compute the reorder point: 
6 • Compute the priority ratio: 
.,, 
R· ·+ C 1 
-· 
Ii - SLi + C 
Where C is a positive constant such that the denominator is' 
·positive for all products. 
,. 
7. ·· Beginning with the highest priority, accumulate the hours 
·required to manufact~re the unconstrained lot size Qi until 
the capacity constraint PT is reached. 
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CHAPTER IV 
TESTING THE MODEL 
!. ·:.. 
-.. 
:'), l'. 
The method of detennin~ng the production schedule, described in 
Chapter II, contained some approximations and '' ,, compromises incor~ 
porated to reduce a problem of considerable complexity and size to 
one that could be more readily handled with a realistic amount of 
computation. Then in Chapter III some further simplifying assumptions 
were introduced in order to obtain the unconstrained lot sizes and 
.. 
reorder poi~~s, and to arrive at a usable priority detennination. 
Each one of these simplifying steps would naturally force the 
solution further away from the optimal. However, as indicated in 
Chapter I, even the more rigorous methods of solution to the type of 
' i problem considered here eventually involve some degree of approximation. 
The main inter~st is therefore in the effect of ·some of the more gross 
yJ. -4. 
approximations resorted to in arriving at the three-step procedure· 
for determining the products vto be manufactured during the month 
(Chapter II), and in obtaining the lot sizes and reorder points used 
. . 
in that procedure (Chapter III)·. 
Probably the most significant approximation employed. was the 
introduction of the uncon·strained lot size in equation (1) , Chapter 
II. This ren·dered inoperative the· Lagrangian term, forcing the deter-
, 
mination of the production schedule to be made on a priority basis, 
with no guarantee of a product being reordered when the priorit, 
reached a value of 1, i.e., when the reorder point was reached. Due 
~-
t·. 
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21 
to the fact that production .is in batches, more products might reach 
the reor~er point (priority= 1) than can be acco1llll¥)dated by .the 
constrained production time. When this happens, the manu.facture of 
some of the products is postponed until the following month, and 
since the reorder point has already been penetrated but ·no order 
placed, the safety stock may not be adequate to satisfy demands 
occurring before replenishment .. This chain of events, should it 
occur, will culminate in a reduced level of service. In order to 
~, 
investigate the significance of the approximation then, the service 
level may be monitored while allowing the system to operate under 
the priority rule for a period of time. Two a~pects are of interest 
here: , . 
(1) The service levels of the individual products. 
(2) The aggregate service level, 1.e~, for all products combined. 
'\.,, ioth aspects should be investigated since the reorder points and 
lot sizes are computed for the products independently, but the pro-
,duction schedule is limited by an aggregate constraint~·. 
Several additional factors are of interest either because _of 
the specific approximations employed or because of their influence 
. ' on_,· or being influenced by, the .priority method of scheduling. 
These factors of interest are· discu_ss·ed bel9w: / 
, (1) Another approximation introduced was to neglect the 
.. 
backorders and use the Wilson lot size as the unconstrained 
lot size. It can be shown that if backorders are not 
neglected, the lot sizes for the individual products 
-.'·· 
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would be larger than the Wilson lot size (6, p. 17). 
However, there is another force at work in this case. 
/ 
This is the constraint on total production, which would 
tend to shrink lot sizes in order to produce all products 
that reach the reorder point in a given month. These two 
divergent'· interests would appear to make the lot size 
a critical factor in the service level that is realized 
over a period of time. 
(2) The coefficient of variation, µ. , plays an important role 
in the determination of the unconstrained reorder point 
·-- (see equations (3), (4), and (5), Chapter III). From equa-
tion (3)~ Chapter III, it is seen that a largerµ. will 
result in a lower lead time service level, ZR' which in 
turn adversely affects the over-all service level z0 • Or, 
stated in another way, the saf e~tock required to main-
tain a given service level -increases as the coefficient of 
variation increases.. It is of· interest to know whether 
this fact in conjunction with the possible postponing of 
production (described above) will make the service l~vel 
,( 
realized over a given period of time a function of· the 
coefficient of variation of the produc~ demand. 
(3) Obviously an important factor having an effect on the 
resulting service level is the specification of the pro-
duction constraint, PT·. -, Should the postponing of the 
manufacture of certain· products occur, it would appear 
.;fir;· 
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that the situation could be alleviated by increasing PT, 
permitting more products to be manufactured. However, it 
can be reasoned that allowing production in excess of the 
amount required to meet the mean aggregate demand will, 
over the long run, pennit inventories to build up, since 
demands are stationary. On the other hand, a constraint 
set lower than that required to meet mean aggregate demand 
will permit depletion of safety stocks over the long run. 
Another factor of interest is in the service level criteria I 
I 
originally specified by management. It is seen from equa-
tion (1), Chapter III that this specification of z0 is the 
.. first step toward arriving at the unconstrained reorder 
point. However, as indicated above, there is no guarantee 
· that a product will be reordered when this point is reach- -
ed. Does the specification of the degired over-all ser-
. 
vice level, z0 , actually affect the level ac~,ieved over 
t;... 
a period of time, or does, in fact, the system set its own 
level of service due to the constraint on produc_tion? 
Initial Investigation 
The four areas.of interest mentioned above were investigated 
through simulation of the inventory system~ governed by the methods, 
rules, and assumptions of Chapters· I, II, and III. These four areas 
indicate four factors~ . all of .. which may occur at different levels, 
. 
which might .. affect the service levels of the indiyidual products, L~ . . .. 
-\ 
' 
or of the aggregate collection of products, as described; This 
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24 ".' 
suggests a factorial experiment, the factors being lot size Q, 
,. 
coefficient of variationµ~ production constraint PT, and the manage-
ment specified service levei z0 . Initially the primary interest is 
in the direction and amount of the ~ain effect of a factor (if iQ.geed 
there is an effect) and not in the shape of the response curve. 
this reason the initial experiment was designed as a four factor 
For 
experiment, with each factor -at two levels. The specific leve-ls 'of 
the factors for the initial experiment were chosen as follows: 
:~, 
IDt Size: As described in Chapter III, the unconstrained lot 
size is computed using the standard or Wilson lot size formula. 
This is accompli·shed by neglecting backorders_, which, if not 
neglected would tend to increase the lot size. Hence, it is 
reasoned that products s~ould be manufactured in lots no 
smaller than the standard lot size, and when runs are made 
with this factor at the "low" level; lot .sizes will be computed 
by the standard lot size fonnula. When the "high'' ·i"~vel of the 
lot size factor is required, lot sizes will be determined by 
increasing the standard lot siie by 50%. This method was chosen 
in order.~ to· provide a systematic means of varying the iot sizes 
for all products, and it was determin_ed through preliminary 
runs that more than a 50% increase caused severe problems in 
obtaining a lot size solutioB within the allowed capacity 
range, thus invalidating the procedure for obtaining a pro-
p 
duct ion schedule. The two levels are therefore representa-
tive of the extreme values for the range of interest. 
.,. 
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·, 
' ' 
...,. 
' 
Coefficient of Variation: Here also some systematic means of 
specifying the levels of the factor over all products was 
required .. I~ ras decided that ·any effect of the coefficient 
of variation on the service level was of interest only for the 
products in the aggregate. That is, the same coefficient of 
variation was used for all products, and conclusions are limited 
to determining the effect on service level when the demands for 
{ the aggregate collection of products are more volatile in one 
case (coefficient of variation,µ., .at the high level) t_han in 
the other ( µ at low level). The two levels were again chosen 
at the extremes of the range of interest. Since a coefficient 
of variation too close to zero indicates almost deterministic 
I 
-
demands, the lower level of the coefficient of variation factor 
, I 
was chosen at·µ= .2. Choice of the high level was guided by · 
the fact that the "normal" dis·tribution is assumed for demands, 
and a high µ requires ''throwing away" too much of the distribu-
tion (demand is not allowed to be negative). A µ .= .6, means 
that only about 5% of the lower tail .of the demand distribution 
is eliminated. It is believed that this much can be safely 
eliminated without introducing too much error into the experi-
ment, since the theoretical normal distribution is- used in 
computing the reorder points (Chapter III). In addition, this 
value provides a standard deviation equal to 60% ·of the mean 
of the distribution, Which represents a fairly volatile·demand 
situation. 
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P~oduction Constraint: As discussed previously, if the· con-
straint on hours of production is set lower than that required 
to fulfill average demand over the long run, depletion of in-
ventories and degradation of service level will result with 
certainty. On the othe.r hand, too much excess capacity over · 
that required to meet average demand will permit inventories 
to build up unnecessarily. With this in mind, ·the· 1ow and· high 
levels of the capacity constraint factor will be .. ~et at the ,. 
r, number·of hours to meet mean demand, and 10% over this value, 
this being a reasonable range, at least for the initial in-
vestigation. 
Specified Service level: The levels of this factor were chosen 
,, to represent the values of service level commonly used in prac-
tice. The low and high levels selected were 95% and 98% respec-
tively for initial investigat.ion. If it is found that these 
levels are too close together to provide any use{ul infonna-
,~ 
tion about the effect of the specified service level on the 
actual performance of the system, other values will be chosen 
the later experimentation. 
Determining the Type of Experiment 
It was previously stated that the initial experiment should 
b~ a four-factor experiment, with each factor at two levels·. Since 
it was suspected that the three factor interactions would be small 
compared to the main effects, it ~as decided to use a half replicate 
. of the factorial experiment, in whic·h the three factor interactions 
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are aliased with the main· effects, thus permitting a smaller experi-
., ment for the initi~l investigation. The design· chosen also aliases 
.. 
the two factor interactions, and if the results show that this pro-
cedure causes the two factor interactions to appear significant, 
additional investigation will be necessary in order to determine 
which interaction is responsible. 
I 
Because of the number of products involved, it was decided to 
make the first analysis on the results of.the aggregate service 
level, rather than be concerned with the effect of the factors on 
the individual products. This latter effect could be investigated 
in later experiments. 
4 A more comp~ete description of the! x 2 experiment is given 
in Appendix B. 
Determining the Amount of Simulation Required 
The length of each run could be determined in an intuitive 
manner. Since the process being monitored is an inventory syste~, 
the length of any parti~ular run may be set by determining the 
period of time for which the result.s would be of interest. In a 
production-inventory system like the one under investigation, over 
. an extended period of tim~ the _product mix would probably change, . 
·,. 
demand patterns would vary, and costs would, more than likely, not 
remain ·constant. Thus, to allow one time series to cover a period 
of ten·years, for ex.ample, would l;>e meaningless, since conditions in 
a production-inv·entory system are not likely to remain static _..for 
that .length of time. It would be more meaningful from a practical 
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standpoint to learn what happens under a given set of conditions 
wit-hin a pe~iod of two or three years. With this in mind, it was 
decided that each replication of the experiment would include 36 
months of activity. 
For the initial.investigation, it was decided to use a single 
time series of demands, randomly chosen, for all treatment combina-
tions selectedo This woul~ provide an indication of the effects of 
the fa~tors (discussed above) for the particular sequence of demands 
encountered.· Then in order to determine how much of the variability 
in response might be expected if different demands were experienced, 
., 
a separate one-way experiment could be run for any factor that appears ., 
to have a large effect on the service level. This second smaller 
-
experiment would involve both levels of the factor in question with 
the other three factors held constant at a randomly selected combina-
i 
tion of levels. Replicating this experiment .with different._sets of 
..;,;.., 
random demands will provide an indication of how muc~ of the response 
is due to the change in level of the factor as compared to the amount 
that can be attributed solely to the fact that different demands were 
encountered. 
.fl' 
The results of· the· initial investigation follow~, . ., 
Results of the Initial Investigation 
Figure IV-1 shows the data obtained from the l x 24 experiment, 
a description of which appears in Appendix B • 
For this experiment, the factors are defined as: 
A= coefficient of variation 
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B = capacity constraint 
C= lot size 
29 
. D = specified service level 
For convenience, the observations recorded were " fraction 
backordered" rather than service level. However, ·as ca_n be seen 
from ·the definition of service level in Chapter III: 
Service IA!vel = 1 - fraction ·backordered 
Al A2 
) 
·B . B2 B L~-' B 1 1 2 , 
Dl .0002 .0186 
c1 
.. 
D2 • 0092 .0003 
I 
DI .0163 .0012 
c2 .. 
D2 . 0002 .0169 
.. 
i·x 24 , Aggregate Fraction Backordered 
FIG. IV~l 
Since the response measured is a proportion, a transformation 
is made on the observed values (4, p. 45): 
1 x = arc sin F :.,;: 
where b is the· observed fraction backor_dered.· Perfonning the; 
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analysis· on· the,~ transfonned variables yields the following table: 
. I 
.. 
Source of 
Variation 
A(=BCD) 
/ 
B(=ACQ) 
~ AB(=CD). _ 
C(=A.13{)) "' 
AC(=BD)._ 
BC(=AD) 
ABC(=D). 
Total 
Swn of 
Squares 
1.82882 
69.31941 
.15429" 
.75337 
.18210 
.027.49 
1 •. 27440 
73.53987 
FIG. IV-2 
Degrees of 
Freedom 
1 
1 
l 
l 
1 .. 
l 
l 
·7 
Mean 
-Square 
1.82882 
69.31941 
.15429 
.75337 
.18210 
.02749 
·l. 27440 
Factor B (capacity constraint) is seen tqrllave a very large 
effect on the service level, as was surmised. All other main effects 
' (which are aliased. with 3.-factor interactions) are larger than the ·. 
2-factor interactions. Note also that factor D (specified service 
level) is seen to have little effect on the resulting aggregate 
servfce level.· 
Without doing.a formal analysis, it is seen that factor B 
(capacity cons.traint) is the only factor that appe~rs to have a 
signific~nt ~ffect on the service level, and as stated previously, 
a one-way experiment is called for, using additionai·random demand 
patterns· (replications) with B·at its high and low levels, and A, 
C, and D held constant. The results are shown in Figure IV-3. An 
analysis of variance table is shown\in Figure IV-4. 
' 
... I l. , 
·~· 
··,- ·•:-'";. . 
.. 
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I I 
B .. B2 . 1 
' Replication 1 .0004 .0000 
Replication 2 . 0041 .0004 
Replication 3 .0062 .0000 
Replication 4 .0068 .0001 
-One-Way Classification (Factor B), Fraction Backordered 
Source of 
Variation 
B 
Error 
Total 
...... 
25.6458 
2.3332 
27.97:90 
FIG. IV-3 
Degrees of 
~Freedom 
1 
6 
7 
' · . FIG. IV-4 
/ 
Mean 
Square 
25 .. 6458 
.3889 
F 
65.944 
., 
Q). ' • 
Factor B (capacity constraint) i.s seen to have a highly signi-
·ficant effect on the resulting service level even when dif.ferent 
demand patterns are encountered. 
From the results of the! x 24 experiment (Figure IV-1), it 
is seen,that for the treatment combinations used, the resulting 
aggregate service level"was greater than that specified in all cases, 
even when the lower capacity constraint (factor Bat low level) was 
used. Then in the smaller experiment, investigating factor B for 
di:fl-ferent demand patterns, it is seen that the effect of factor B 
is still significant •. This is verification of the fact that setting 
the capacity constraint higher than the amount to meet m__ean aggregate 
demand will only permit inventories to build up unneces~arily. Thus, 
for further experimentation, the constraint on capacity will be· set 
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. at the amount required to manufacture for the ·mean aggregate demand, 
and the other factors can be investigated in more detail·, while 
still permitting an experiment of reasonable size. 
Further Investigation 
The initial investigation indicated- that the aggregate service 
·~ 
,. 
level could be maintained satisfactorily with the capacity constraint 
set at t:1the number of hours. required to manufacture for th·e mean 
aggreg.ate demand. Thus, the high level of the capacity constraint 
factor was eliminated from any further eXl)erimentation, as setting 
the capacity higher than that required to meet mean aggregate demand 
~ 
. would permit unnecessary inventories to be carried. 
Results of the initial experiment also seemed to indicate that, 
even though the aggregate service level was higher than the speci-
fied service level, some products (those with the lower mean monthly 
demands) were receiving much less than the desired·degree of pro-
tecti:ion. This, if actually true, would indicate that the model 
·did not adequately distribute the inventory among the products. 
With this in mind, the second phase of experimentation concen-
trated on detennining .if the service levels achieved were fairly 
uniform pver all products. Because of the large number of products, 
it is possib·le that any real difference in achieved service level 
. due to differences in demand might be·masked by noise,.if the pro-
ducts are considered indivi~ually. Hence it would be more meaning-
ful if the products were divided into groups according to the mean .... 
monthly demands. The separating of products into groups. was some-
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what· arbitrary. The speci:fic demand levels defining the groups are 
,. 
not particularly important. The emphasis was on keeping the number 
of groups small enough to.· be effectively handled in an experiment, 
while still keeping the demand range within a group narrow enough 
. so that each group is fairly homogeneous, i.e., so that no single' 
product is vastly different from the rest of the group, which would 
bias the group r_esults too heavily. This arbitrary grouping resulted 
in the following three classifications: 
Group 1: Products with mean monthly demand between ,100 
anµ 600 units. 
Group 2: Products with mean monthly' demand between 70 
and 100 units. 
Group 3: Products with mean monthly demand less than 70 
units. 
These -classifications encompassed all but one of the products. 
The excluded product had a mean· monthly demand so much greater than 
the rest of the products that it would heavily weight the aggregate 
service level 0£ -Group 1, and therefore exaggerate any real differ-
ence in achieved service level. The fact.still remains that there 
will be a certain amount of variability of service levels of the . 
individual products within each group, but much less than for the 
whole population of products. At any rate, the grouping should 
provide a suitable estimate of the degree of difference in attained 
service levels that is caused by differences in demand. 
The other factors of interest in this experiment are the same 
as in the initial investigation (with the exception of the capacity 
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fonstraint, ·previously discussed). .Two. levels of ·the coefficient 
of va-riation are .used(µ= · .. 2, andµ.= .6). The ef·fect of lot size 
on the resulting service levels is investigated through the usa of-
~ 
the standard lot size and 1. 5 times the standard lot, size. The 
fpurth factor, initially specified se~vice level, z0 , is examined 
at the two levels.used during the initial investigation (Z0 = .95 
l 
and z0 = . 98) plus a th-ird level cz0 = . 92) added to provide in-
formation on the effect of the specified service level over a wider 
range •. 
This phase of investigation thus utilized a complete 2 x 3 x 
3 x.2 factorial experiment. It was decided to make two replications 
(series of random demands) in order to obtain an estimate of ex-
perimental error, i.e., the variability that can be attributed solely 
· to the difference in demand patterns encountered. 
The results of the experiment, and the appropriate analysis, 
are given below. 
Results of the Final Experiment 
The data ·shown in Figure IV-5 were obtained from the 2 x 3 x 
..• 
< 
•f 
3 x 2 factorial experiment, with the factor levels as defined above. ··· 
The factors are: 
.A= coefficient of variation 
B = specified service level 
C = demand gr~up, 
D = lot size 
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B3 Bl B2 B3 
.0026 .0329 .0241 00147 
.0004 
.0107 .0053 00034 
.0268 .0659 .0548 .0241 
.0087 .0940 
.0708 .0425 ·" 
C3 .0920 ,• 0 0836 .0678 .1195 .0991 .0353 
0 0777 .· .1002 .0340 .1089 .0736 .0401 
C1 .0056 .0044 .0000 .0276 .0225 .0091 
.0094 .0040 .0018 .0361 .0262 .0068 
D2 C2 .0581 00589 .0143 .1139 .0740 .0385 
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C3 .1141 .1072 .0394 .1624 .1266 .0807 
.1336 .0967 .0613 . 2023 · .1400 
.0527 
2.x 3x 3 x 2 Factorial, Fraction Backordered 
FIG. IV-5 
As in the initial experiment, since the response measured is 
a proportion, a transformation is made on the ob~erved values:· 
x = arc sin ~ 
where bis the observed fraction bac~rdered. Performing the 
analysis on the transfonned variables yields the following table: 
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r-· 
Source of 
,1 
Sum of Degrees of Mean 
VariatiQn Squares · :freedom Square F 
<, 
-
A 197.8427 . .,-- 1 197.8427 66.1173 . 
B 452.8098 2 \~" 226.4049 75.6625'' 
C 1869.6780 2 934. s·390 312. 241.5 
D 95 .1422 1 95.1422 31. 7957 
A8 . 29 .644.5 2 14.8222 4.9534 
AC 26.1979 2 13.0989 4.3775 
' ,. 
AD 7. 5888 1 7.5888 2.5361 
BC 51.6666 4 12.9166 4.3166 
BD 31.4286 ·2 ·15.7143 5.2516 
Cl) 13 .·5921 :2· 6.7960 2.2712 
.. 
ABC 3.9556 4: . 9888 --
ABD .4625 2 . 2312 - ~-
ACD 6.0076 2 3.0038 1.0038 
BCD 4 .1377 4 1.0344 --
Error 119.6927 40 3· 9923 
Total 2909.8473 71 
F -F 7.31, 5.18, F 3.83 - --
-1,40, • 99 2 ,40,. 99 - 4, 40,. 99 
FIG. IV-6 
The last col11D1n shows ·that while some of the first order inter-
actions are statistically significant at the 99% confidence level, 
the F-ratios for the 4 main effects are several orders of magnitude 
greater. By far the most significant effect is factor C, the demand 
group, _indicating that there is indeed a difference in the achieved 
se·rvice level for products of different mean demands. The accompany-
ing Two-Way Table of Averages for Factors Band C (Figure IV-8) 
shows that the higher demand group (Group 1) consistently achieved' .· 
-·· ~t 
a higher service level. 
..... ) 
Factors A (coefficient of variation) and B (initially specified 
~ service level) are next in level of significance. This indicates 
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that the coe~ficient of variation for the product demands af~ects 
• 
the service levels achieved to abQut t:he same·extent as does the 
initially specified service level. The relative effects of the 
. various levels ·of the factors on the outcome can be seen from ··the 
accompanying Two-Way Table of Averages for Factors A and B 
(Figure ·1v-7) • 
The least significant main effect is lot size. The Two-Way 
Table of Averages, Factors C and D (Figure IV-9) shows that the 
standard or Wilson lot size (D1) gave better results for all ·deman.d 
groups than did the larger lot size used in the study. 
Coefficient 
of 
7Variation 
Specified Service Level 
B1 (92%) 
95.75 
91.49 
B .. (95%) 
. 2 . 
96.02 
93.90 
B3 (98%) 
98.31 
97.24 
Two-Way Table of Averages, Factors A and B 
(Values Shown are Average Observed Service Level, %)~ 
FIG. IV-7 ·• 
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D~mand GrouP, - ·_, 
·C 1 ,c2 ca 
• (92%) 98.69 92.31 
Spe~ified 
Bl 87.50 
·service B2 (95%) 99.07 93. 73 89.72 
Level 
,, 
~-
B3 (98%) 99.65 97 .47 94.94 
,, '( 
Two-Way Table of Averages, Factors Band C 
(Values Shown are Average Observed Service Level,%) 
FIG. IV-8 
Demand 
Group 
Int 
1)1 
99.36 
95.75 
92.39 
Size 
D2 
99.01 
93.64 
89.40 
Two-Way Table of Averages, Factors C and D 
(Values Shown are Average Observed Service Ievei %) 
• 
FIG. IV-9 
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. Discussion of the Rationale for Determining the Amo\Ult of Simulation 
Required 
Two significant problems in designing a simulation experiment 
are to determine (1) the length of time the simulation should cover,· 
and (2) the number of replications that should be made in order to • 
. . 
draw meaningful conclusions. These aspect-,s are particularly impor-
' tant in monitoring stochastic .processes in \thich the results are 
autocorrelated, as is the case in this simulation where the measure-
ment of backorders is involved. The autocorrelation of t4e back-
orders in the time series generated by ~he experiment. prevents the 
utilizatio.n of "standard" statistical techniques, which apply to 
independent observations, in determining the number of months of 
activity that must ·be observed in order to draw valid conclusions. 
r The number of months activity that a single replication 
should include was governed by the period of time for which the 
' perfonnance of the system was of interest, and as discussed above, 
this was specified as 36 months. The number of replications . 
required, however, cannot be determined in "such a straig.ht forward 
manner, as it ·must be. concluded whether any change in response is 
due to the occurrence of a particular sequence of demands, or to 
the experimental conditions (coefficient of variation, capacity .. 
" 
constraint, lot size determination, and desired service level) used • 
. , 
The total number.of observations required to draw conclusions in 
a statistical sense was the subject of two papers (7,8), a brief 
discussion of which follows. 
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Geisler' s approach· (8) was to run a preliminary experiment for 
. a number of periods that could be considered to provide ari "infinite 
sample size" and from this determine an estimate of. th~- true va·lue 
of backorders, an estimate of the standard deviation of the number 
of· backorders, and an· estimate of the correlation coefficient for , 
the number of backorders over an empirically ·determined correlltion 
time. From this, the minimum sample size (nwnber of accumulated 
backorders) could be determined for a given confidence level and 
interval, and each experiment could then be run until this nwnber 
. of backorders was accumuiated. 
The primary disadvantage in Geisler's approach· is· in the 
.. 
amount of computer time required to run the preliminary experiment 
for a sufficient period of time to constitute an "infinite sample 
size," which he arbitrarily assumed to be 500 periods. For a 
single'product, this would not be prohibitive, provided that the 
number of .combinations of experimental parameters was not too 
large. The estimates of the mean, st~dard deviation, and correla-
tion coefficient are applicable only for the one set of experimental 
..... 
_conditions; a 500 period run would have to be made for each set of 
parameters. Then since the production-inventory system under con-
r sideration involves multiple products, the length of the final ex-
perimental runs would be detennined by the largest of the minimal 
·, 
sample sizes for the different products, under the set of parameters 
(coefficient of variation, capacity constraint, lot size, and 
I desired sen.rice level) that required the longest individual runs 
·, 
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to draw the· desired conclusions. For the inventory system unde1r 
consideration, it was estimated that this procedure would reqµire 
better than 100 hours of computer time for the preliminary runs 
in order to detennine how many months of data would be required for 
the final experimental runs. 
. ..... ··--
The approach taken by Fishman (7) was to determine the number 
of observations required on the autocorrelated time series which --
would be equivalent to the number of independent observations neces-
sary to obtain the desired degree of confidence in the. results. To 
accomplish this, some heuristic arguments were employed to relate 
spectral analysis methods to the analysis of autocorrelated time 
series. This approac~, like Geisler's, requires extensive simula-
tion in order to determine the correlation.time, and through this, 
the estimate of the large ,sample variance. 
I 
Both approaches require initial arbitrary decisions for deter-
:.:;,,·'' 
mining the length of preliminary runs, and more seriously, both 
., require a prohibitive amount of computer time in order to determine 
the sample size required for the f,inal experiments. If the results 
were .sufficiently general in nature, or if the published findings 
of either method could be applied directly to an inventory system 
such as the one under study, either method would appear to give 
a fairly rigorous means of determining sample size (converted to 
number of months of .activity) necessary to interpret results with 
a given degree of confidence. However, due primarily to the amount 
of simulation time required to dete~i~~ the adequate sample size, ... 
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the use of either method for the particula!' problem at hand was not 
feasible . 
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The conclusions from this study are: 
1. The use of the priority method of scheduling the fixed production 
quantities did not cause a degradation of service from the speci-
fied leve 1 when the products are considered iil aggregate. This 
is borne out by the results of the initial investigation,· pre-
sented ·in Figure IV-1, which shows that the achieved service· 
level for the products taken in aggregate was higher than the 
level specified, for all combinations of conditions investigated. 
2. The use of the priority method .of scheduling did pennit signifi-
cant degradation of service for some products (and hence a ~ 
. 
higher than specified level for others). This is evidenced 
. by the results of the final investigation presented ·in Figure 
IV-5, which indicated that the level of service ~chieved was ,. 
dependent to a great extent on the mean monthly demand for 
the product. The Two-Way Table of Averages, Factors C and D 
(Figure IV-9) shows that for both lot size determinations, the 
~ higher demand products achieved higher service levels. Further-
Dk)re, Figure IV-8 shows that the product group with the lowest 
mean monthly demand range consistently received less than the 
specified degree·~f protection against stockouts . 
What is the reason for the apparent failure of the system to 
preserve the service levels of some of the products? I.t was 
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stated in Chapter IV that while the reorder points and lot sizes 
_are computed for the products independently (an outgrowth of 
some of the approximations employed in Chapter II), the produc-
tion schedule is ultimately limited by an aggregate constraint. 
Thus, somewhere in the scheduling algorithm there must be a 
mechanism which gives proper weighting to the individual pro-
ducts so that the dominant objective of the system is satisfied. 
This mechanism is the priority. The problem arises because 
in the scheduling proce·dure summarized in Chapter III, it is 
not clear which objective is dominant, the objective of meeting 
the over-all (aggregate) service level, or the objective of 
meeting the service levels of the individual products. The .._,, 
.... 
procedure of relating the reorder ~int and expected end-of-month 
" " . 
inventory position to some fictitious absolute zero inventory 
level (Step 6 in the scheduling procedure, Chapter III) , while 
\ introduced to eliminate the ambiguity in the meaning of nega-
tive· ·priorities, does in fact establish the dominance of the 
aggregate ·service level, since the inventories and reorder 
points of all products are then linked to a co11UOOn reference 
. point. 
Once the dominance of the aggregate service level is established, 
the system will naturally favor the higher demand products, 
because these product' have a greater influence in the aggregate 
service level computation (see definition of service level, 
·~. 
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Chapter III) • 
3. The approximation which neglected backorders in determining 
the unconstrltined lot size did not cause a degradation of 
service level. As indicated in Chapter IV, if backorders were 
' not neglected, an unconstrained lot size la.rger than the Wilson 
lot size would result. Thus the model was tested with the 
~ 
standard or Wilson lot size as the smallest value used. The 
' 
ANOVA Table, Figure IV-6, shows that for the range considered 
.... l (see Chapter IV) the lot size used does indeed have a signifi-
cant effect on the achieved service level. Furthe.nnore, it .*,, 
can be seen from Figure IV-9 that the Wilson lot size provided 
the better service· level. This was true for all demand groups. 
4. The service level achieved is a function of the coefficient 
of variation of demand (ratio of standard deviation of demand 
to mean monthly demand). This aspect was investigated on the 
I 
----
basis of the coefficient of variation for the whole population 
of products. In other woras, the model was tested with what 
might be considered as two sets of products which were identical 
'b:::-. • in all respects except that one set of products experienced 
more volatile demands than the other set. The case in which 
. product demands were more volatile (higher coefficient of 
variation) consistently ~howed lower resultant service levels 
(See Figure IV-7). Since the reorder point computation takes 
into account 111e co.efficient of variation of demand in setting 
• the safety stock, the poorer perfon.iance in the presenc(! ,.f 
. , .. ., 
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higher demand volatility is probably due to the. inability of 
the system to respond quickly in two respects: 
(a) The reorder point may be reached_shortly after a review, 
but can't be recognized until the next review time. 
(b) Once the "ideal" reorder point is reached (priority = 1), 
. the product may not be scheduled due to competition for 
production time. 
Item (a) above is a matter of stated policy, so any degradation 
of service due to periodic review cannot be attributed to the 
approximations employed in developing the algorithm. It can 
therefore be reasoned that only a part of the variability shown 
in the ANOVA Table (Figure IV-6) as being due to the coefficient 
of variation is caused by the approximations and/or simplifica-
tions utilized; the remainder would be present even if the 
exact mathematical solution were used. 
5. The tightn.ess of the capacity constraint, i.e., the number of 
hours of allowed production in relation to· the number of hours 
required to meet mean aggregate demand, probably has the great-
,. 
est effect of any factor considered on the service level, as 
evidenced by the results of the initial investigation CANOVA 
Table, Figure IV-2). However, for the case in which demands 
are considered stationary with time, the importance is diminished ·0 
by,, the fact that a constraint other than the number of hours 
required to''manufacture for mean aggreJate demand will, over 
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the long run, result in either a depletion or an excess of 
inventory, neither of which ~s desirable. Since the results 
of the initial investigation indicated that the desired service 
level could be met, at least in the aggregate, with capacity. 
Sl1fficien.t to satisfy mean demand, the problem becomes one of 
.. -,~-
. invsntory balance rather than sufficient capacity. 
-• 
The range in which the mont~-to-month capacity is allowed to 
vary is however of some .importance. In this study, this ''toler-
ance" was arbitrarily set at 10%, which was considered reasonable 
for the problem framework set forth in Chapter I. However, 
from a rigid computational standpoint, it can be seen that this 
t 
range must be sufficient to accommodate the time required to 
manufacture ~he largest fixed lot size (in tenns of manu-
facturing hours) of the population of products considered . 
Otherwise-there would exist the possibility of not being able 
to reach a fixed lot size solution within the capacity range. 
This_~is, however, a trivial point, as in reality if this predica-
.. ..t,.t J:.> 
ment arose some manual adjustment could easily be made to avoid 
the impasse. Furthennore, the likelihood. of a fixed lot size 
solution not being attainable diminishes as the number of 
products increases, since any given lot size is then a smaller 
percentage of the capacity necessary to meet mean aggregate 
demand • 
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.... 
6-. The initially specified service level does have a significant 
effect on the service level actually achieved. From the Two-
Way Table of Averages, Factors B and C (Figure IV-8), it can· 
be seen that the specified service levels and achieved service 
levels compare as follows: 
z0 (specified) 
92% 
95% 
98% 
Z (achieved) 
92.83% 
94.17% 
97.69% 
Hence, on the average, the system is seen to "track" fairly 
well, for the range of service levels investigated. However, ,; 
it must be remembered that the production capacity is rigidly 
constrained within a range, so that for very low (say under 
90%) or very high (over 99%) specified sevvice levels, the 
ability of the system to track will be encumbered. 
The degree of influence of the specified service level is not 
the same for all demand groups however. It may also be observed 
from Figure IV-8 that for the group ____ aof p~ducts with the higher 
\ 
mean monthly demands (Group 1), the achieved service level 
varied over a range of only 1 percentag,e point (98. 69% to 
et"i 99. 65%)~· while the specified service level had a range of 6 
percentage points (92% to 98%). On the other hand, the achieved 
service level for the group of products with the lower mean 
monthly demands varied over a range of 7 percentage points 
(87.50% to 94.94%), while the range of the specified service 
•• w··~'*'~---·"""''..-""'--·-···-.. - - -
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level was the same as indicated above •. · This· further illustrates 
· the apparent bias of the system to service -the higher demand· 
products. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
Probably __ the most severe limitation on the scheduling hodel 
presented in this paper is that it is applicable only in the static 
demand situation. However, the system could be extended to handle 
· the dynamic demand problem by incorporating one of the available 
forecasting techniques to obtain an estimated demand for each pro-
' duct, and hence the estimated aggregate production capacity. 
Scheduling priority would then be based on forecasted ~emands in-
stead of mean monthly demands, as was the case in this paper. 
If an n-period planning horizon is employed, one of the more 
sophisticated smoothing and scheduling techniques such as that 
presented in (18) is justified. 
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APPENDIX A 
.... Derivation of Shortage Factor 
_., The shortage factor, FR' i-s developed below for demand occurring 
from'' a normal distribution. (Notation is that used iii Chapters II 
and III), 
For any continuous distribution of demand, the expected number 
, ~ 
·· of backorders that will be incurred during the lead time period, 
.... !··. 
given that the inv~ntory is I at the beginning of the period is: 
a, 
N1 - /csL -l)f(8r,)dSL '. 
1 
., ... ,. : 
. . 
. ' 
For~ a normally d_istributed 8L,' this becomes: 
Making the change of variable: 
_ Bt-81 _ t - tTL and t 1 -
= tTL 
but 
l exp ·r-it2J = tJ> ( t) p 
r 
f;. 
•• - ' ' - ~·• <-<•>40•~ ...... •-'>"'" ···~--~,,. .• , ,,., .. ; ••• 0 ' ,•• -•• ,, 'I•'•• , "' > ••• ,,Y, ··-·-•"""'"• -"'•, ,-..... < ' 
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., 
and r 
Hence 
CIC) 
and since 
This is the expected number of backorders that will be incurred:-
-during the lead time_ period, given that the inventory is I at the: 
beginning of the :PEfri.od. 
· Assume that the inventory I was the reorder point R, i.e., 
Let the expected number of backorders be expre~sed as the: 
p - ••• 
· product of the standard deviation of lead time demand and a. term 
called "shortage factor", FR. 
I . 
By the expression for the expected number of backorders derived 
above: 
... 
FR = 4>(tR) - tR 1p(tR) 
ho, 
. ~-
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~ample Calc~~ation 
The following example illustrates the procedure for calclllating 
the reorder point, as presented in Chapter III. 
Let a hypothetical product have the following characteristics: 
-SL - 133 ,;i ·-
30 .  aL -~·. 
Suppose the lot size has- p·r-¢vi'ous1y been determined: -
Q = 897 
If the desired servi.c·e level .. is' ~.9.p, then by equation (2) 
Chapter III: 
z = 1 ... 897 ( 0 05} - •. 663 
R 133 
-· 
By equation (3): 
1 -F = - (1-ZR) R µ - ~ (1-ZR) = l~~ ( .337) = 1.49 O'L 
By equation (4): 
Using trial and error s.ol·u-tion, let 
j • 
. tR =-1.48 
FR= ~(-1.48) - (-1.48) f{-1.48) 
- .133 + 1.38 = 1.513 (>1.49) 
As a second trial, let 
tR = -lo4:6. }__ - . 
FR= ·.137· + 1.355 = 1.492 
,,. 
·I 
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Therefore ta =·l"-1.46 yiel.ds .approximately FR.= 1.49, and by,,. \ 
equation (4): 
Observe that the reorder point obtain~d by taking the order 
.. ,\. 
' ' 
period and lead time into account is mucb less than ~he expected lea·d 
time demand. As a matt.er of . fact, using: -the method ·presented, it is 
possible to obtain a negative reorde·r poi:nt,. i.e.,. ba.ck-orders will 
be incurredwttl1: 'Certainty. The coefficient :of variation µ, and/or 
the number of orders per year could be so low that backorders are 
deiiberatel~ncurred while still. maintaining the desired overall 
service lev~l z0 • 
It is intere~tl11g to co~p·are the reorder point· obtai~¢,(;J:, .. ab.ove·-
with that obtain~d by the tt ,, standard procedure. 
The normal :method of using· a service le,vel c.ri.teri:.on ·t.o: e;a~ 
• ·"'· 'p, 
tablish the r·eorder point .is:.:· 
where 
.. -8L - expected lead time demand 
I 
~ 
uL - Standard deviation of lead time d·emand 
. 
K - normal deviate corresponding to the desired service 
level. 
Suppose it is desired to maintain an overall service level (' 
z0 = .95. Using the standard·method, this requires a safety stock 
... 
·,·'··of: 
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54 .. 
or 
{' 
R = SL + l. 65 t1 L 
.;· .. 
,, 
For the hypothetical product discussed above: 
t,• 
R = 133 + 1.65 (30) = 183 
Thus, the reorder point is seen to be much higher than that 
obtained when the order period and lead time are considered. However, . 
.. 
if the product is reordered when the inventory reaches this reorder 
point, there is only a 5% chance that a stockout will be incurred. 
But the remainder of the time, i.e., before the reorder point is 
reached, the probability of a stockout is o. Thu~., the over-all 
' service level i·s greater· than tp;e :9$% s:pec."t·fte:d . 
Suppose , in t.he· example being: ·¢0:n ~i.:d~.·:r~:.d·, s1~ - :S ,. i . e . , the: :· 
lead time is one .month. Then the ,~v.e:r~;ge ·numb¢r o:f t·imes ·the. pro-
duct is ordered per year is: 
12 S 
Q 
_ 12•133 c 
897 
1.78 
.• S·inc.-e· th~ lead time is one month·, th-is product is subject t:o s-toc.k~. 
o.ut only 
1.78 X 1 
12 of a year. 
12 - 1. 78 
The other 12 of the ye·a·r .the.re· 
is no risk of stocking out and. t:he, over-all probability o.f :=in·c.urr:i..n·1t 
a· backorder is: 
12 - 1. 78" 1. 78 ( p = ( 12 ) ( O ) + ( 12 ) . OS) ,..,.., • O(J14 
.or· the actu'a.1 over-all service level i.s.: 
\ z0 = 1 - P = 99.26% 
Thus, it is seen that by specifying the reorder point in the 
. !(. 
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, .. 
-
standard manner using a service level criterion, a higher level of 
service is achieved, but at the expense of carrying additional 
. 
safety stock. Furthennore, a different level of protection may be 
afforded each product, depending upon the number of times the pro-
duct reaches the reorder point during the year (the number of order 
cycles) , and the lengt_h of the lead time. 
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.•. APPENDIX B 
;, 
Design of the Initial Experiment 
/I :J., 
As discussed in Chapter IV, the initial experiment proposed was 
' 4 
a half replicate of a 2 factorial. The defining contrast is: 
I ·=·ABCD 
·--' 
The aliased effects are then: 
A - BCD .. -
B 
-
ACD 
C 
- ABD 
·n - ABC 
-
AB - CD 
:,,_ 
BC - AD -
AC - BD 
indicating that the three-factor interactions are the aliases of the 
main effects, which can be tolerated as long as the three factor 
interactions are not large. Note also that the two factor inter-
actions have other two factor inter&ctions as aliases, which is 
tolerable if interactioris are not too large, and as long as no 
attempt is made to;extract conclusions about specific interactions: 
~ 
from the results. 
._ ..... 
When the defining contrast is ABCD, the two half-replicates are:. 
a (1) 
b ab 
abc be 
C ac 
bed abed 
acd cd 
.~· 
d ad 
abd bd 
'T 
' ), 
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-· 
• 1., 
Selecting the first half replicate, the eight treatment ... 
~binations necessary are: 
Factors Levels 
a 
. A2 Bl C1 Dl 
.. 
'-ti Al B2 Cl D1 
abc· A,., B2 ~ Dl ~ 
C. A1 Bl c2 D1 
b.:cd Al B2 c2 D2 
r .a<;:d· A2 Bl C2 ~ d Al Bl C1 D2 
abd A2 B2 cl D2 
where the factors represent: 
A - coefficient of variation -
B - capacity constraint - .,. 
C - lot • 
- size 
D - specified • level - service 
and the levels of the f-.actors are as specified tn: Cha:p.ter lV. 
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